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CANXL la composed of three cyclotron» connected In
aarlaa, with a stripper locatad between the laat two
stages (Flg.l). Th» ganaral parameters have baan
ehoian to fit the characteristics of th» PIC ion
source." With tha advent 6f ECIt aourcea, which can
produce efficiently ion» of higher charge state, an

optimisation of th* syat*m hat been considered which
will rtault in an incraaia of tha energy range of
medium and heavy lona. A few nodi fi cat Ion» of th*
•achlne are neceseary and should be carefully prepared
so as to mini mi zt the duration of the shut-down
planned at the beginning of 1969. Moreover, a
systematic study of th» axial injection of the first
cyclotron has been undertaken in order to improve the
intensity of the injected beam with respect to spaca
charge.

and have recently produced beams of "solid" lone, up
to Tantalum, although some progress in intensities are
atill necessary especially for vary heavy ions.
As it will be shown, s modification of GANIL is
necessary in order to take full profit of the higher
charge states available «1th the ECR source. A new
stripping ratio, namely
5, shall be substituted to
the present on* of 3.5, ut other modifications are
also necessary. The so- Jlled "project OAE" will
result in an augmentation of th* energy of medium
heavy iona by th» factor 2 and very heavy iona by th*
factor 3.
Th* enerav limit* of GAHIL
Tha *n*rgy of a charg«d partiel* accelerated with a
cyelotron Is given by th* non-relatlvistlc formula :

Introduction
(1)
W * K(OZA)
number of charges.
V : energy In HeV per nucléon,
A : atomic mass.
Th» K coefficient ia a funct on of the values of
th* ejection radius and maximum m-jnetic field. It has
been fixed to 380 Tor both SSC'S.
The energy of the beam producec : y the fLrst SSC of
GANIL is sufficient to fully strif the light ions up
to Argon. For these ion» the maximum field level can
be reached in the second SSC, and consequently no
progress in energy can be expected without unrealistic
modifications. But, for Ions heavier than Argon, the
stripping becomes incomplete, and this phenomenon is
particularly important for very heavy ions. As far as
the second SSC is concerned and for these ions there
exists a potentiality of reaching higher energies, at
the condition of being injected at a higher charge
state.
1

GANIL
has been daalgned to accélérât* beam» of
heavy ions produced by a PIG aource in an energy rang*
extending from 95 NeV par nucléon for Carbon to S Kev
per nucléon for Uranium. The main parameters were
frozen in 1975 on thee» bases. By that tine new type»
of sources were already in development. It was found
that no substantial gain in energy could be expected
from the us* of these sources, which were full of
promise for the production of high charge state iona,
because no satisfactory conproalss could be aade in
the design of the accelerator.
Moreover, these sources were running with gaseous
ions only, a situation unfavorable for a heavy ion
accelerator, and the intensities were modest.
It now appears that the EGA sources can compete in
intensity with the PIG aource for the gaseous tons,

General lay-out of GANH. accelerator.

Conditions for raising the snargy
platsly stripped tons In SSC2

limit

of inconr-

For the nouant, Ist's eonsidar tha constraints Imposed exclusively by tha laat stag* of acealaratlon,
SSC2.
The augmentation of the energy of
Incompletely
stripped Ions depends on two conditions. Firstly, as a
conséquence of formula (l). the charge state of the
lona must be higher. Secondly, the energy of the
injected beam should be raised becauae the cyclotron
behaves aa an energy amplifier, whoa* gain is fixed
and equal to tha square of tha ratio of ejection and
injection speeds, or radii, in a non-relatlviatic
approximation, Nora precisely, as far as SSC2 Is
concerned, tha injection of lona of higher and higher
ioniasfion state la poasiSle •• long as the charge
state q/m can be maintained proportional to the speed
v of tht tons, so aa to ksep tha valu* of tha «agnatic
rigidity of the injected bits, nv/q, below tha aaxlaua
banding power 8p of injection.
Sut, sa wa
will see in tha next paragraph, tha
atrlpping process will be a limiting factor.
Otherwise, there is
no limitation due to the
frequency range whoae upper liait dépende only on tha
maximum energy of light ions.
Constrslnt imposed by the stripping process
The average charge stats 9 of a Stripped Ion of
atomic number Z can be represented with a good
accuracy, by th* following empirical formula :
5 - Z.(l - exp(- 3.ao«|£/Z* "))
(2)
valid for energies w sbovs 1.3 HeV per nucléon',
Let's see on an example tha limita imposed by the
atrlpping process, In the esse of Xsnon 132.
rigura 2 shows the
vt»lue of tha average charge
state after stripping aa a function of the energy (or
the speed shown on a linear scale). Two curves of
constant rigidity B p » mv/q are shown, and thoy are
practically straight lines issued from tha origin.
%
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In the preaent state of GANIL, the line B p > . 804
représenta tha maximum bending power of tha injection
of S5C2 (th* actual limit la
020, but tha
relatlviatic effect during acceleration should be
taken Into account, because the true limiting factor
is tha maximum bending power at th* ejection radius of
SSC2). The area located at the right hand side of
the lin* Bp-.€Oa, corresponds ta magnetic rigidities
supsrlor to ths bending power of SSC2 at injection.
Consequently, for a
given
energy,
the
most
abundant charge will always be svsilable for the
chargea
located on the left
hand sida
of the
line Bo-- ft® * "hlch can't be treapaaaed. Charges 31
or 32 ars th* Units. Th* access to higher energies la
only possible if one remains on the lin* Bp • . 804.
This means that tha corresponding charge will be
higher that th* most abundant charge.
This possibility is limited to 1 or 2 charges above
tht most abundant on*, owing to rapid diminution of
the stripping probability.
For tha heaviest ions 2 or 3 charges above may be th*
practical limit.
4

How to adapt
Injection

SSC2

to a

higher

beam

rigidity

at

On figure 2 the U n e Bp - 1.107 rspresents the nsw
possi; i:iti*e offered by sn sugmancation by the factor
1.4 of the rigidity of the injection of SSC2. Tha
reason for this prsciss choice will be discussed
later. But, for the moment, any other choice can be
made.
There are two possibilities for increasing the
bending power at the injection of CSS2. The most
evident one la to Increase the maximum magnetic field
of SSC2 by tha same factor 1.4. This solution seems
the most logical, because it has no repercussion on
tha other
part* of
the accelerator.
But
tha
corresponding
transformation
of
SSC2
appears
unrealistic. In fact entlrsly new magnets with
cryogenic coils would have to be designed. Strong
constraints on th* tuning of th* magnetic field would
be imposed by th* fact tfcat the iron would have to be
in various states of saturation, to permit tha
variable energy operationMo Increase of th* maximum energy for light Ions
could be expected, because th*ftF frequency is the
limiting factor. Ths beam lines of the experimental
area should follow th» same augmentation of the
maximum bending power.
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Fig.3. Tha aolid curve la given by formula (2).
Experimental data compiled by c. BARON.
Tha arrowa locate the maximum energy at the
stripper for different lona In the new configuration .

The other solution conaiata in «n increase of the
injection radius of SSC2 by tha factor 1.4. But by
doing ao, the energy fain of SSC2 ia reduced by a
factor 2. To be valid, this solution Implies that the
energy of the injected beam be mora than doubled. This
ia tha case for the Xenon 132, vhoae final energy will
be aultiplled by approximately 3.0/2 - 1.8. In the
caae of light lona, tha final energy will remain the
same as before, 95 MeV per nucléon, but their
Injection energy in SSC2 must be doubled.
Figure 3 shows an experimental confirmation of the
formula (2) for various ions.
Hew Injection radius for SSC2
The modification of the injection radius of SSC2
leads to modifications of the upstream part of the
accelerator. The choice of the new injection rediue
muet be mads considering the iaportance of the global
Modification and tha Influence of the characteristics
of tha ECU source on ths performances.
There ia a limited choice for the injection radius,
which can ba establiehtd after recalling tha sain
propsrtiss of cyclotrons.
For a single cyclotron :
- The bean pulses are separated by one AF period
(characteristic of cyclic accelerators).
- The number of RF
période corresponding to an
orbit is an Integer faa for the circular machinée. The
integer is called the RF harmonic numberJ.

For two coupled cyclotrons on the same frequency :
- The epeed of lone at the input of the downetreem
cyclotron is the same as the spet.d st the output of he
upstrsam cyclotron (conservation of energy).
Consequently the ratio of the harmonic numbers of
the upstream snd downstream cyclotrons is the same as
the retio of the respective redii of injection and
ejection, with or without the presence of e stripper
in between. Moreover, if two coupled cyclotrons are
designed to operate at the seme field level, the
optimal stripping ratio (downstream to upstream charge
ratio) ia identical to the retlo of the harmonic
numbers.
Bwsed on the preceding remarks, table l gives the
exhaustive list of the possible cases, SSC2 being
operated on harmonic 2 to preserve the aaitimuffi energy
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Fig.4. Energies expected at ejection of SSC2 aa a
function of the charge state at the source.
Stripping ratio 2.5.

|
1

Fig.5. Energies computed fsolld Unes) and obtained
{dots) aa a function of the charge state of the PIG
or ECR source. Stripping ratio 3.5.

The teûle «uat
be
completed by
a
remark of
fundamental importance : the final energy being (Iven,
the c h a n e state q/n at the ion source shall be
inversely proportional to the ratio of the harmonic
numbers.
Application to the case of ECH aourcae*
The performances of the ICR sources seen adapted to
the cases of stripping ratioa 3.0 and 2.5.
Figure 4 corresponds to a stripping ratio of 2.3,
It shows the energy of the baaa accelerated by SSC2 aa
a function of the ionisation state at the ion source,
for the different elements. Each Individual curve la
Halted to the point where the most abundant charge
after stripping can no longer be used. The corresponding state of ionisation la 23 for the heaviest
ions, 17 for Xenon, 13 for Krypton and ? for Argon,
Figure S display a the saita curvei in the present
case of stripping ratio 3,3. Zt can be seen that the
energy gain in the new configuration !• Important for
atomic number» higher than 40.
The caaa corresponding to a etripping ratioa of 3.0
yields intermediate résulta. The stripping ratio of
2.5 asems mora favorable, the development of ECH
Bourcea being in conetant progress.
It should bs noted that the PIO source could not be
used on the accelerator in the new configuration, with
the exception of eleeienta of atonic nuabar analler
than 10.
The modification» of the accelerator
These modifications may contribute alao
to the
choice between the two atripping ratioa. The moat
l*portant itema are :
-" the injection system in SSC2
- the adaptation of buncher Rl to a new harmonic
nuatoer of SSCI
- the coupling of the injector to SSCI in the new
configuration.
These items are discussed in the laat part of this
psper. An important element of choice concerna the
injector : with the atripping ratio of 3.0, a new
Injector should be aada. with the stripping retio 2.S,
the magnetic yoke of the injector can be re-uaed.
Notwithetandlng the faaaibiiity
of the varioue
other parts of the accelerator, the trenaformation in
the case of stripping ratio 2.5 appears notably acre
economical.
Beast dynamic» and beam Intensities
An inportant remark concerns the operation with the
stripping ratio 2.5 : SSCI can't operate properly on
aubharaonic 10, which la disadvantaged by a poor gain
per turn, and consequently energies below 20 KeV per
nucléon won't be available. However, SSCI on haraonlc
5 in stand alone mode may yield beams going fro» 13.5
MeV per nucléon for light ions, down to 3 for the
heaviest ions.
The stripping ratio 3.0 imposes no restriction in
the coverage of its own energy range, but the upper
liait in energy being considered the most important
factor for the fortheoalng years, the stripping ratio
2.S hes finally been adopted.
The new beaa characteriatics
have been theoretically investigated and appear to be comparable to
the present ones. Soae improvement can be expected
fro* the reduction of the tranaverse emittance in the
beam lines where the bean energy will be doubled.
The future
beam intensities have been evaluated
using the experimental data fro* the ECR sources*
For light snd medium heavy lone, the intensities
are equivalent. For ions heavier than Xenon, the new
intensities appear to be inferior to the old ones by a

factor of two for the sane final energy, but much
higher energies are available. To give an idea of the
expected Intensities for the heavleat ions, let's
consider the ceee of Tan ta lu». The ECR source can
produce effectively S electrical microamperee of
charge 22-». Taking into account the beam losaes in the
injector and in the verloue parte of the accelerator,
including the stripper whoee efficiency is 15X, the
expected beam
lnteneity will
be
40
electrical
nanoanpere» at 35 MeV per nucléon.
An analyeia of the aodlfication»
The modifications of the varioue parts of the
accelerator are examined in the following paragraphs.
As will be shown, the work to be done, although not
very costly with respect to the resulting advantages.
impliea an Important theoretical and technological
effort.
Injector cyclotron C01
SSCI being used on harmonic 5 Inatead of 7, the
injector shall be modified accordingly. A solution
would be to maintain the acceleration on harmonic 4
for the Injector. In that case the ejection radiua
would be multiplied by the factor 1.4, and thia mesne
that a completely new Injector should be built. But,
if the harmonic 3 mode is edopted for the injector,
then the extraction radiua will ba modified by the
factor (7/5) * (3/4) - 21/20. This corresponds to a
radiua Increase of only 23 mm. This last solution
seems attractive, but necessitates a modification of
the accelerating system. The present RF system is
composed of two opposite dees connected in phaae ai.d
driven by a alngle resonator. These dees will be
replaced by a aingle dee of 180° angle. The number of
accelerating gapa being reduced from 4 to 2, the
acceleration process will be accomplished in 34 turns
instead of 14, even with the use of higher cherge
etatea. Single turn extraction can still be expected.
But It ahould be remembered thet the Injector is a
flat pole cyclotron, relying on the radial field
gradient for axial focusing. In the new configuration,
thia would cause an unacceptable shift in phaae of the
accelerated beam. Consequently new poles will be
provided, with spiralled sectors and an isochronous
field law. The thickness of the sectore muet be
limited becausa the anme magnet yoke will be used, and
Uie
total
magnetic
flux
should
remain
within
reasonable
limita.
Another
coneequence
of
the
Introduction of sectors is a further increaae of the
pole di*neter. New main coils will be necessary.
Other modiflcationa concern mainly the vacuum tank
and the dee stem.
It shall be noted that with a 180* dee the axial
electrical focusing is more dependant on the phase of
the particle than in the case of a two-dee system
'having a convenient angle.
The transformation of injector CO! will also include the construction of an axial injection having
better performancea than the one Installed on injector
C02. The main limiting factor la the space charge
effect! In the new • configuration, the injection
voltage will stay between 50 snd 100 kV. Results
obtained from computation show that 20% of the
Injected
bean can
be accelerated,
for
aource
intenaitiea lower than 200 electrical microamperes.
Beaa line LI
The maximum magnetic rigidity of the beam will be
the same. Only the buncher Rl Is concerned. The
electrode provides two gaps separated by • distance of
96 a which corresponds approximative^ to a transit
time of 3 half periods in the high energy mode. This

dtetenee haa b«an Initially designed to fit tha
varioua «odes of operation of the Ganll complex. In
th» naw configuration, th* diatanca between two
successive baa» pule*» «ill ba ineraaaed by tha factor
7/5 •
1.4.
Tha
alactroda
ahould
ba
modified
accordingly. Th* distance between tha two gapa will ba
reduced to .51 « which corraaponda Co « tranait tlm*
of half a pariod (rig.6), Tha general ahape of tha
bunchor will r*main tha earn». Tha frequency rangt
ahould not change, and thla wia confirmed by a
tri-dimanaionai computation mad» by tha laboratory of
tha cyclotron of HiIanIt can ba shown by a non-reiativietic formula that
tha RF voltaga of tha bunchar ahall b* incraaaad by
tha square of 1.*. Th» voltaga range will extend from
«2 to 91 kV. tha praiant RF amplifiar dallvara enough
power to cover thla voltaga ranga, but It will ba
fitted with an ~dju*tabl* iapadanc* matching circuit
in ordar to improve tha overall afficiancy.

92 orbit», and 90% for 12B orbite. The bean matching
at injection wa* not optimal and better raaulta ahould
ba obtained with «ore experience.
Beam U n a L2
There la no change In the pert of line preceding
tha atripper (Fig-K. The magnetic rigidity downstream
of the etripper la multiplied, on tha average, by th*
factor 1.4. Tha two «agnatic dipolee in the injection
«action will have to be replaced. The quadrupoles and
their power eupplle* have a sufficient margin of
operation for tha new configuration. A email angular
displacement of the lait part of tha beam line will
help obtain tha correct beam alignment
In thr
injection valley, without imposing too much streea on
th* horizontal eteering magnet located at the entrance
of the vacuua tank. For there ia also a change of the
beaa path in the injection valley, «here a beam of
higher rigidity will ba 1*9* influenced by th* fringe
field of th» Mlit eagnata, tha reault being an
augmentation of th* deviation of th* ateerer magnet.
The «trlppir ltaalf ia the object of particular
attention. Tha Carbon folia must be thicker, from 80
to 300 microgram*
par
square
centimeter.
Tha
corraapondlng average loaa of energy 1* z per cent
approximately, To compensate thia loae, th* voltage
biaa to ba applied on the stripper would reach
unreal!atic values, around 800kV. To maintain the blaa
In the rang* of t ISOkv' it has bean decided to
dacraaaa tha nominal injection radlua in SSC2 to cover
all poasible caaaa. Fin* adaptation for each beam will
ba accomplished by a small displacement of the
electrostatic septum in SSC2- As in the preaent
situation, tha biaa will be used only for keeping the
energy constant at the entrance of SSC2, during the
life time of th* stripping foil, by ttie meana of an
electronic loop.
Injection eyatem for SSC2

Fig.fl. A view of bunchar ni with tha modified
SF gapa.

Sa£l
Ha physical changaa ara nacasaary. Tha RF harmonic
•ode will ba 5 inataad of 7 for tha praaant high
energy mod». Sut at a given BT frequency, and for *
glvan voltaga, tha number of accelerated orbit* will
ba increased by 25X. Thia la tha result of tha
combined affect of a higher charga a t a » and a batter
peax phaaa angle.
Practically, thia correeponda to
92 orbit* for
aadiurn heavy iona, and 129 for the heaviaat lone, the
difference being caused by th» nacaaaity to lower tha
voltaga at tha loweat frequenclea in ordar to avoid
tha rlak of flaahea in the tuning paoela gapa. Tha
uaual number of orblta ia prtaently 06. To confirm
tha behaviour of SSCI in the future configuration,
beame have been accelerated and extracted for the two
caeea cited above. The bean «mittance wee limited
prior to injection to 4 0 * mm.mrad horizontally and
vertically, and the bean energy diaperaion toi 5-10" .
Tha total tranaparency of SSCI was S5X in tha caae of
1
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Injection by stripping had been
considered at
first, but proved to be too difficult to realize and
to us» reliably. Tha atripper should be located inside
of a sector, with no practical aceeaa. The mange of a
set of folia would necessitate breaking the vacuum of
55C2, Moreover, th* ejcternel beam path doeen't aeem to
fit wall into th* praaant geometry of th* beam line.
A conventional injection eyatem haa been adopted,
keeping in mind that the new mean injection radius is
1.2 m inatead of .857 (Fig.7). The new equipments
ahould be compatible with th* existing geometry of the
central region. Tha access panels to the vacuum tank
in particular are a limiting factor for th* size of
th*s* equipment*, and the available room in tha canter
can't be inereaaed. Consequently, stronger magnatic
field» will b* necsaaary to bend the baa*.
The bean dynamics of th* Injection
has
been
investigated by numerical computation, uaing a coda
which make* a continuous integration of the equatlona
of motion, even in the preacne* of a static or time
dependant electrical field. The main magnetic field
map is derived from analytical expressions and is in
good agreement with the measurements already made on
SSC's. The different injection equipments and the dee
gapa «re also rapraaented by analytical field Xawa
which have been carefully checked for accuracy. In
particular, th* field law produced between two iron
bare located in the magnet gapa haa been ïiiJ, LU Tit
as well *B poasible the physical properties observed
on an actual modal, even in the region of fringe
fields of the main magnet. The code integrates also
the equations of tha rslative motion. The résulta are
preaented under the form of • a x A transfer matrix
for the horizontal motion, and by a 2 it 2 satrix for
the vertical motion. The»» matrices are uaed for the

Tha gap o f the sector sagnet
is loca
ls IOUI.ni

distance horn center

Pig.8. Hagnstlc septum MS13, Top : cross-section
Bottom : msgnstic field averaged over tha length
of tha septum. The curve corresponds to an average
field of 2.17T on axis. The contribution of iron
bars is Q.40T. Besa width is 6mm.

Fig.7, The new injection system will be simiitr to
the praaant on». Strong flelde ara naadad for magnat
N12 and Induct!va saptUM KSi3.

coaputatlon o f tha beam matching, and for an aaay
verification of tha beam enveloppa.
Tha behaviour of tha bean is similar In tha present
and the futurt configurations. But tha turn spacing
downatreaa o f tha electrostatic septus is reduced to
5 mm, and precautions have to be taken to avoid been
losses on the septum because tha width of tha injected
beas) will be of tha sam* Magnitude.
Tha turn
separation can be enhanced If soma precession is
Introduced, and the validity of this aathod has
already been «établished on the accelerator.
A possibility of using
harmo;.» 3
lnataad
of
harmonic 2 in tha eaae of tha heaviest ions hea been
considered. Tha turn spacing at injection Mill reach
15 am instead of 6 an. But tha phase acceptance la
reduced by 2/3. Thie euggeation could be verified in
tha present configuration, but it necessitates soae
important changea in tha Kt and phass diagnostics
control aystea which can't be undertaken for tha
The «agnatic components of the Injection system had
to be redesigned (see Fig.?). Kagnat H12 mutt be able
to reach 2.15 Tenia, A new coil has been studied for
thie "C" shaped window frame magnet. But the most
important work has been dona for tha «agnatic septus
HS13. This septum is composed of two thick pieces of
an iron-cobalt alloy placed In the gap of sector "A".
A coil has been provided for the compensation of the
non-linearity of the induction produced by the plates

when tha inductive field of the sector is varied,
(Fig.8).
Tha maximum field value averaged over the total
lenght of HS13 must be 2.18T. As both ends of the
septum «re located in the fringe field of the sector
edgeu, the field in tha middle part of the septum must
be much higher than the mean value. Exteneive magnetic
measurement» made on a scale one model of the septum
have shown that the necesaary peak value of the field
of P.33T can be reached. In the transverse dimensions,
the lsek of homogeneity amounts to 1.5 1(T* over the
total expected width of the beam in that extreme caaa.
Compensation of field perturbations In 5SC2
Tha most
important
field
perturbations
In the
acceleration region of SSC2 are the consequence of the
magnetic flux of the main magnets derived by H12 and
MSI 3.
Magnet M12. For M12, tha level of the field is
lowered mostly in the valley located betueen sectors D
and A. In the present state, the magnetic perturbation
In the valley la compensated by an adequate shimming
of tha adjacent pole edgea. These shims ara not easy
of access. However they extend only to the radius of
ths future first orbits. A new shimming is not thought
to be necessary because the new magnet will be almost
in ths same position, and is only slightly heavier. In
tha future acceleration area, the effect of «12 will
be partially compensated by the uas of independent
currant setting of the trimcoils of sector A.
Septum HS13. For KS13, tha perturbation la very
strong in the vicinity of the iron pieces and extends
up to the maximum radius of pole A, vhars its value is
still
-25
Gauss
»t
maximum
induction.
Tha
perturbations are not proportional to the main field,
they are relatively mora important at high field
level. The compensation of the perturbations will be
realized in three different ways. In tha vicinity of
MS13 a small shim made of 2 parallel sheets of iron
will
maintain
the
field
gradient
within
tha

controllable value of 7 Geuaa p«* cm, for the area
comprieed b«tw*«n MS13 and the mean radium 2 « the
field gradient will be compensated by tha trim colla
of aastor A. These colla ara presently connected In
aariaa with their homologuée in tha othar 3 aactora.
Thay Mill hava to ba eeperat*ly connected
to
indapandant powar auppllaa. Finally, tha general fiald
laval «ill ba adjuotad «ith tha exiating epecial coll
which la normally used for smell correetiona of th*
general field on aach «actor.
Tha «agnatic maaaursment* mad* on aactor C of SSC2
during tha laat yaarly ahutdown of tha accalarator
ha** been of great vain*. An exact modal ef th* iron
pl*ca* of KS13 vat i natal lad In thla aactor, which !•
fra* of any equipment. Although aactor C haa no adga
shim on ona aida lika aactor A, tha meaaurementa could
•till glva a precise Information on tha fiald
perturbation*.
Tha- aaaauramanta made previously on tha 1/4 scale
awdal ef a aector, although rich in information,
proved to ba insufficiently accurtta. The ahap* of
thia nodal la in conformity with th* actual magnets,
but, probably, tha permeability of tha iron la not
•xactlj tha same.
Septum H514 : for tha «agnatic anptum MSI 4, tha
local parturbatlona «an ba compania'ced with a thin
•hi». Th* waight of iron uaad for thia aaptua* la only
twanty tlrn** aaaliar than for M313.
mfgnat nil
i »agne« Kll ia «bout 5 timaa lightar
than M12 and la Locatad farthar than H12 from tha
accalaration araa. It must b* noted than till and M12
batng Inatallad In oppoaita valleye, tha parturbation
of M l combined with part of tha perturbation of H12
can ba conaidered aa a harmonic 2 parturbation, far
laaa important for tha berna dynamic» than a harmonic
on* parturbation.
the phyaica motivation»
After three yaara of operation, nuclaar phyaic*
atudlaa performed at GANIL are now in th* final atage
of the exploratory phase. In th* forthcoming year* the
research activity will undoubtaly contribute to raveal
tha paculiarltiaa and complexity of tha varloua
reaction meehaniam* obaarvad at these cnarglaa.
Th* progreaa made with eecelaratora of Incraaalng
energy ia a key factor for th* evolution of nuclaar
phyaica. For a given combination of target and
projectile, tha relative speed of the two nuclei ia
th* moat Important parameter of tha collialon. Tha
development of powerful accelerator» haa given th*
possibility to inveatigata mora and mora inalaatlc
reaction mechanlame,
GANIt, however, waa baaed on a different conceptual
approach. Evan before lta deaign, relativletlc heavy
ion beam* were available and it had been ahown that,
at theae enargi**, th* reaction mechaniama are
depending on a colliaion dynamic* largely dominated by
the micleon-nucleon interaction whereaa below 10 MaV
per nucléon the collective phenomena, originating in
tarn nuclear mean field, were preponderant.
th* originality of GANIL. la Ita actuation, between
thee» two extreme behaviours. The idea reliea upon the
existence of a transitional regime around 35 MeV per
nucléon, tha study of which could shad more light on
phenomena of great intar«at. In thia tranaition doaain
tha nuclear «attar la out of equilibrium : hence a
complex phyeical aaptct has to ba invaatigated.
Tha method uaad for th* study of thla domain haa
been a global approach to try to find out the limits
of th* transition aa a first step. Doe* a
characteristic relative speed or energy exist ? Are
theae valuas depending on th* project!le-target
combination, are they simultaneously implied in the
varioua collialon machanisma ?

for example, la tha
transition between the deep
inelaatle processes and the fragmentation associated
to a aiwultanaoua vanishing of the fusion process f
In order to
clarify
these question», nuclear
phyalcista working at GANIL havo extensively uaed tha
varioua beams available, owing to tha constant
prograaa made in the development of the acceleration
of new kinds of ion, and to tha flexibility afforded
by the energy variation. These two parameters, the
variety of lone and energies make GANIt an outstanding
tool wall adapted to the projected phyaica program.
But, the energy of the beans of ions heavier than
Xenon obtained with a PIG source haa been found to be
not lUgh enough for a thorough etudy of thla part of
the phyelcs domain.
"Projeet 0A1" appeara to be a natural extenaion of
tha praaent poaalbiUties
and
gaina
from
tha
development
in
th*
ion
source
domain.
This
modification will allow an extension of the G AN It
cheracteriettcB, mainly in th* heavier-ion range, end
thla will eatlafy, almoat completely, th* needa for
th* coverage of tha tranaition domain.
Coat

and planning

Tha coat of tha modification, not including tha
inatallatlon of axial Injection on the Injector
cyclotron has been estimated to amount to 10 million
FT (equivalent to 1.4 million US dollara). The
accelerator will be shut down during the first
semester of 1989. During this period
the new
equipmenta will ba installed end final magnetic
measurements made en SSC2, The time devoted to these
meaaurementa la of three montha. The old bench will be
reaaaam&led and field maps will be made or. tha four
seetora. Following theae meaaurementa tnd during tha
final phase of testa for the machina, th* data bas*
will be modified for the new parameters, ao aa to
permit resumption of the acceleration of the bean in
tha beat conditiona of readinessAt the aama time, a modification of beam line 12
will ba mad* to provide an extra beam line for atMiic
phyaica, using the particle» of otherviee useless
charge atat* produced at the itrîpperî
Conclueion
Th* optimisation of GANIL to the high charge state
iona produced by tha ECR sourcea will ba undertaken at
tha price of a modification of .-noderate importance.
Thla modification precludes th* further use of PIG
*ourc*a
but
recent
developments
nave
given
satiafaetory reaulta for the production of solid heavy
lona by ECR sources.
The maximum energies will remain tha sam* for light
iona, but will be lncraaaed for heavy lona by a factor
of approximately two.
The energy range below zo MeV per nucléon will be
only partially covered by the first 5SC in stand alone
modsBeam Intensities ara expected to be auatantlally
improved by a new dmaifft of th* injector cyclotron and
ita axial injection.
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